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Conversion specifications: 
 • Compatible with Prius Model Years: 2004-2009

 • Battery capacity: ~6.1 kWhr

 • Battery voltage: 201.6v nominal voltage

 • Battery chemistry: Nickel Metal Hydride (NiMH)

 • Total conversion added weight: ~ apx  250lbs

 • Estimated all-electric range: ~ up to 25 miles at speeds below 30 mph

 • Charging input voltage: 100VAC - 240VAC

 • Charging input current: 10A

 • Standard charge duration at 120V: ~6 hours

 • 12v auxiliary battery charger (10A maximum).

 • Hybrid Energy Manager from Ewert Energy Systems allows for all electric 
   opporation up to 70 mph.

General Safety warnings:
 • Maximum vehicle carrying limits are reduced by 250 pounds with this  
    conversion system. Do not exceed adjusted maximum vehicle carrying 
    limitations.

Regular Maintenance Requirements:
 • No additional regular conversion maintenance required.

 • Follow all maintenance guidelines by the vehicle manufacturer.

 • Make sure tires are aligned and rotated properly as increased 
    weight can cause increased wear and tear on tires.

 • Dealer recommended oil changing schedules should be observed and  
    followed to ensure proper lubrication.
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Basic Display:
 

 • State of Charge indicator: 1-8 lights indicate state of charge level.
 • Mode Buttons: Allow for switching between various modes. The light above the  
    button indicates which mode the vehicle is in. The PHEV mode button may be 
    pressed several times to switch between Short, Medium and Long mode.

Advanced Display:

 

 • Accessing the user display
 • Changing modes
 • Advanced screen data
 • Battery screen data
 • Trip mileage screen data
 • Driver info screen data
 • End-user data logging and associated PC based software

 • Guidelines for most effective charging:
  > Plug vehicle in as much as possible for best results and performance.
  > Avoid charging in direct sunlight on a hot day as this will cause the batteries
     to heat up quickly reducing the vehicle's performance.
  > The charger will automatically turn off when it is done. Ideally the vehicle
     should remain plugged in after the charge is completed to allow proper
      time for the batteries to cool.
  > Over time the battery will lose energy. A top of charge may be advised.
 • Charging WARNING:
  > Do not use an under-rated extension cord for charging 
     (must be at least 14 gauge or thicker).
  > Do not use a damaged or frayed extension cord.
  > Do not allow extension cord to become submerged in water.
  > Charging line must be protected by a GCFI.
 • See Charging Guidelines section for more details.

Charging Guidelines:
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Troubleshooting: 

• What happens when the vehicle runs out of battery power?
 > The vehicle will automatically return to normal hybrid operation once the additional   
        battery energy is completely used.

• What do the triple beeps mean while I am driving?
 >A series of three beeps in rapid succession means that the vehicle has exited the    
    drive mode you were previously in. This can happen if the battery depletes or if    
    certain circumstances are no longer met (such as a low battery temperature) for the   
    current mode.

• What do the double beeps mean when I am changing modes?
 > If the vehicle is unable to change to the requested mode, two short beeps will   
     occur. This tells the user that the mode he or she is requesting cannot be accessed   
    at this time due to various different circumstances based on the mode 
    (EG: EV mode requires a warm battery).

• Why does the car exit EV mode if I open the door in drive?
 > If the vehicle is in EV mode when you open the door, the red triangle on the dash   
    will turn on to indicate that there is a problem with the car (in this case, the door is   
    open and the user is driving). This generates a mild fault in the car that will mode   
    until the door is shut. The user will need to shut the door in order to enter 
    EV mode again.

• Why can't I switch to mode X?
 > Some modes have special criteria that must be met before the vehicle can enter   
     them. See the section regarding Driving Modes for more details.

• Why doesn't cruise control work in EV mode?
 > Since the vehicle cannot accelerate very quickly at high speeds in EV mode
    cruise control operation is disabled in EV mode for safety reasons.

• Why does the car jump or buck slightly at high speeds in PHEV or EV mode?
 > The electronic computer systems that run the vehicle are constantly recalculating   
        the amount of power needed to drive the vehicle. As conditions change (such as   
     the voltage and state of charge of the battery, speed of the vehicle, pedal position,   
        etc) these power outputs also change to be optimized for better fuel economy.   
        These alterations are minor and happen at all speeds, but are more easily detected   
        at higher speeds. They can be safely ignored as they do not represent a problem   
        with the vehicle.
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Troubleshooting: (continued)

• Why is the car so sluggish in electric mode?
 > The Prius was originally designed to be a gasoline/electric hybrid and not an electric   
     only vehicle. This means that the electric motors were not designed to provide large   
     amounts of acceleration power because the engineers assumed the gasoline engine   
     would kick in to assist. With the Plugin Conversions system, the Prius is able to drive at  
     highway speeds in electric mode however the motors are factory limited in their   
     output to prevent damage to the vehicle.

• What is the difference between Plugin Hybrid mode and Electric mode?
 > The main difference is that plugin hybrid mode uses some gasoline. In both modes the  
     full electric potential of the vehicle will be used, however plugin hybrid mode allows   
     for gasoline usage to provide the full power of the vehicle. In short, the vehicle will use  
     the electric motor first and then the gasoline engine to provide additional power since 
     the vehicle is only capable of using between 21kW and 25kW of electric power.

• Why does the Prius energy screen show the engine is sometimes running in EV mode?
 > The Prius has a unique drivetrain system called a planetary gear system. In order to   
     achieve speeds of greater than 42 MPH the gasoline engine must spin to prevent the  
     electric generator motor from over-revving. To meet this need, the vehicle will electri  
     cally spin the gasoline engine (that is, spin the gasoline engine block without burning  
     fuel) to allow for the full speed range of electric mode. Technically speaking there is   
     power coming from the gasoline engine while the vehicle is in EV mode though it is   
     coming from the electric motor spinning it instead of gasoline being burned. The Prius  
     energyscreen simply looks for energy coming out of the gasoline engine block.

• Why does the battery run out of energy sooner if I drive in EV mode?
 > When the vehicle is operating in electric-only mode there is no assist from the gasoline  
     engine and thus 100% of the energy to move the vehicle comes from the battery. This  
     means that the vehicle will use more battery power than if it were in PHEV mode since  
     the gasoline engine is actively providing some additional power in PHEV mode.

• Why does the battery run out of energy sooner if I drive fast?
 > As with any vehicle, more energy is required to move the vehicle as the
     speed increases. This is due to increased wind resistance and increased tire resistance  
     from the road. This is also why the vehicle will be more sluggish in EV mode at highway  
     speeds. Since the vehicle draws more energy to move at high speeds, it will run out of  
     battery power sooner than if the vehicle were traveling slower.
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Troubleshooting: (continued)

• Why does the engine start immediately when I turn the car on when the battery is empty?
 > When the battery is empty (or near empty) the total voltage of the battery pack is lower  
     than when it is fully charged. The engine starts immediately in this instance to provide  
     any additional power that is needed during vehicle startup.

• What is the difference between Plugin Hybrid mode and Electric mode?
 > The main difference is that plugin hybrid mode uses some gasoline. In both modes the  
     full electric potential of the vehicle will be used, however plugin hybrid mode allows   
     for gasoline usage to provide the full power of the vehicle. In short, the vehicle will use  
     the electric motor first and then the gasoline engine to provide additional power since 
     the vehicle is only capable of using between 21kW and 25kW of electric power.

• Why does the Prius energy screen show the engine is sometimes running in EV mode?
 > The Prius has a unique drivetrain system called a planetary gear system. In order to   
     achieve speeds of greater than 42 MPH the gasoline engine must spin to prevent the  
     electric generator motor from over-revving. To meet this need, the vehicle will electri  
     cally spin the gasoline engine (that is, spin the gasoline engine block without burning  
     fuel) to allow for the full speed range of electric mode. Technically speaking there is   
     power coming from the gasoline engine while the vehicle is in EV mode though it is   
     coming from the electric motor spinning it instead of gasoline being burned. The Prius  
     energyscreen simply looks for energy coming out of the gasoline engine block.

• Why does the battery run out of energy sooner if I drive in EV mode?
 > When the vehicle is operating in electric-only mode there is no assist from the gasoline  
     engine and thus 100% of the energy to move the vehicle comes from the battery. This  
     means that the vehicle will use more battery power than if it were in PHEV mode since  
     the gasoline engine is actively providing some additional power in PHEV mode.

• Why does the battery run out of energy sooner if I drive fast?
 > As with any vehicle, more energy is required to move the vehicle as the
     speed increases. This is due to increased wind resistance and increased tire resistance  
     from the road. This is also why the vehicle will be more sluggish in EV mode at highway  
     speeds. Since the vehicle draws more energy to move at high speeds, it will run out of  
     battery power sooner than if the vehicle were traveling slower.
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Troubleshooting: (continued)

• Why does the engine start immediately when I turn the car on when the battery is empty?
 > When the battery is empty (or near empty) the total voltage of the battery pack is lower  
     than when it is fully charged. The engine starts immediately in this instance to provide  
     any additional power that is needed during vehicle startup.

• Does having the heavier NiMH battery pack reduce my mileage on long trips?
 > Not necessarily. The Nickle Metal Hydride battery used in the Plugin Conversions   
     system is more efficient than the original Toyota battery. So while it may weigh more  
     than the original battery, less energy is burned up as heat while driving. This efficiency  
     gain can largely offset the additional weight of the battery pack for long trips. For best  
     performance on long trips, select the "Long" range mode on the display.

• The Red Triangle came on when I turned my car on. What do I do?
 > The most common reason for this is accidentally leaving the vehicle plugged in when  
     turning it on. If the vehicle is plugged in it will display the red triangle and a message  
     will appear on the vehicle touchscreen indicating a problem. If this happens, turn the  
     vehicle off, unplug the vehicle and try again (the triangle should go away and normal  
     functionality resumed). If this does not solve the problem, contact your local Plugin   
     Conversion installer for further instructions

Problem                          Possible Solution

Red triangle turns on while starting the
vehicle.

Verify that the vehicle is not plugged in. 
Thevehicle will not allow driving if it is 
plugged in.

Vehicle fails to start or turn on. The 12v auxiliary battery may have run out
of energy. Plugging the vehicle in for at 
least10 minutes should provide enough 
energy to start the vehicle if this is the case. 
After starting the vehicle allow the vehicle 
to run for at least 15 minutes to recharge 
the battery

.

Problem Table:
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Tips for improving mileage:

• Pulse and glide method: Letting up on the pedal and then lightly reapplying
  pressure to allow gasoline engine to turn o�.

• Slower acceleration allows for more electric energy to be used.

• Prius motor most efficient for coasting and sustaining speed

• Taking the time to optimize the trip distance via the display: Selecting the right   
  distance allows the onboard computer systems to better optimize the available  
  battery power to get the best mileage.

• Using an optional factory approved electric block heater at cold temperatures     
  can significantly reduce the amount of gasoline required to warm the engine     
  block during the winter.

• Blocking the front grills on the vehicle during the winter can improve mileage   
  by reducing the amount of gasoline required to keep the engine block warm.

• Use air-conditioner at higher speeds instead of opening the windows to  
  reduce drag.

• Running the heater in cold temperatures requires the gasoline engine to run. If  
  appropriate, turn the heat off to reduce the amount of time the gasoline      
  engine runs.

• Running the front window defogger generally will start the gasoline engine in  
  cold temperatures. Turning the defogger off when it is not necessary will      
  reduce gasoline engine runtime.  
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SYSTEM DIAGRAM:
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SYSTEM Description

ITEM          OUTLINE

"CANBMS" Battery
Management System

The "CANBMS" management module is a stand-between device that
receives signals from the Toyota battery management system (OEM BMS)
and broadcasts them to the Hybrid Vehicle ECU (HVECU) in such a
manner to allow the vehicle to use the full range of the larger battery
pack. These signals include the following:
• Total battery pack voltage.
• Battery current flowing in and out of the battery pack.
• Battery pack temperature (highest and lowest temperatures).
• Total pack state of charge (percentage of battery charged).
• Protection discharge/charge current limits.
• Diagnostic trouble code signals.
• Battery fan control.
Additionally, the CANBMS unit controls the operation mode that the
vehicle is in (PHEV, EV, Hybrid). It communicates with the various
different computer systems using the vehicle CANBUS. All OBD diagnostic
information is preserved by the CANBMS module and no error codes are
set under normal operating conditions.

Hybrid Energy
Manager

The Hybrid Energy Manager controls how much electric energy the vehicle
uses to accelerate. It communicates via the CANBUS with the CANBMS
module to determine which vehicle mode the driver has selected and does
not impede any of the OBD related systems on the vehicle.

Basic Display Board

The basic display board allows the driver to easily switch between three
separate modes (Hybrid or "Factory" mode, Plugin Hybrid or "PHEV"
mode, and Electric Only or "True-EV" mode). The display board then
communicates these choices to the CANBMS module via the vehicle.

Toyota Battery
Management System

The Toyota battery management system (OEM-BMS) has a direct
connection to the high voltage battery pack. It directly polls the current
sensor and individual voltage taps to determine pack voltage and pack
current. These values ordinarily would be directly transmitted to the
hybrid control ECU in an unmodified vehicle. These values are then
transmitted to the CANBMS module which forwards them to the HVECU.
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SYSTEM Description

ITEM        OUTLINE

High Voltage Traction
Battery

The high voltage battery is the storage medium for electric energy in the
conversion system. The battery stores energy regained through
regenerative braking and provides energy to the electric motors to drive
the vehicle and start the gasoline engine.

High Voltage Battery
Charger

The high voltage battery charger is directly connected to the high voltage
240v battery pack and will charge the battery according to the factory
programmed battery charging profile.

Auxiliary 12v Battery
Charger

The auxiliary battery charger is mounted parallel to the 12v vehicle
battery and provides additional energy to run the control electronics and
cooling fans while the vehicle is charging.




